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THE RISE OF THE
SELF-EMPLOYED ECONOMY
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*SPOILER: IT’S NOT ALWAYS EASY BEING FREELANCE
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We’re experiencing a major shift in the Canadian economy and
business landscape. Today, more professionals are joining the growing
ranks of the self-employed workersi in Canada, driven in part by an
increase in the on-demand economy, like ride-sharing, peer-to-peer
rental, project-based job platforms and online retail platforms.
Intuit Canada research done in partnership with Emergent Research
shows that full and part-time freelancers, independent contractors and
on-demand workers are expected to account for up to
45% of the workforce by 2020ii.
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What it means to be “self-employed” is also evolving
and expanding. This booming demographic is made
up of: full and part-time temporary workers, full and
part-time freelancers, those with full or part-time
traditional jobs who also work full or part for themselves,
or as freelancers or as temporary workers on fixed term
contracts of less than one year and on-call workers. Also
included are those with independent second sources
of income, like Canadians who are earning income as
Uber drivers or renting out their homes via AirBnB.
Flexibility and work-life balance are part of the story,
but there is also the tougher reality that traditional jobs
are much harder to come by now than they were for
previous generations. The vast majority of jobs created
in the past year are part-time, adding fuel to the
explosion of the on-demand economy.
What’s more, the shift away from defined-benefit
pension plans has left many retirees turning to
self-employment to top-up their savings.

19%

Nearly one in five (19%)
self-employed Canadians pursued
this work because they still needed or
wanted to work during retirement.

As a result, multiple sources of income are becoming
more commonplace.
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The Daily Grind
Challenges of the Self-Employed
Many self-employed workers struggle
to keep track of their finances and stay
afloat without a steady income and the
luxury of an employer withholding taxes
for them. Many have no visibility into their
real earnings and income. In fact, nearly
two in three (62%) of those that work for
themselves are compelled to maintain a job
on the side to supplement their earnings
and for 17% of on-demand workers

specifically, difficulty managing
finances has the biggest potential to
put them out of business.
Self-employed workers rely heavily on
accurately tracking time and expenses
including mileage, yet more than
one-quarter (28%) of self-employed
Canadians indicate that mileage is the
most difficult expense to keep track of.
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Introducing QuickBooks
Self-Employed

To meet the needs of this rapidly expanding population of freelancers, Intuit
Canada has launched QuickBooks Self-Employed in Canadaiii, a new, simple
mobile app that makes it easy for the nation’s freelance workers to stay in control
of their business finances and help them prepare for tax time while on the go
with effortless expense, mileage and invoice tracking all in one place.
So what is life like for this growing demographic and
what do they struggle with most?
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Struggling to stay on top of their finances

Almost half (47%) of self-employed Canadians said that
financial management software would be helpful for their work.

29% of self-employed Canadians manually keep track
of their finances on paper.

Two in three (66%) of on-demand workers said a better
understanding of their financial fundamentals would be helpful.

How we can help:
Tax savings are a snap: Increase tax savings when receipts are linked to expenses
right from your phone. Come tax time, you’re ready to file without a shoebox in sight.
Users find an average of $4,340 in tax savings per year.iv
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Self-employed increasingly means on the go
Nearly two in three (62%) self-employed Canadians drive a car as
part of their self-employment.

More than one-quarter (28%) of self-employed Canadians indicate
that mileage is the most difficult expense to keep track of.

Canadians who drive a car for their self-employment spend on
average five more hours working each day than those who do not
drive a car for their self-employed work.

59% of on-demand workers run their business primarily using a
mobile device such as a tablet or smartphone, compared with only
15% of all self-employed Canadians.

How we can help:
Say goodbye to your logbook: Track mileage automatically with your phone GPS and
categorize trips with a swipe, so there is no need to touch a logbook again. It also helps users
identify potential vehicle deductions and get better prepared for their returns come tax time.
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3
Self-employment equals greater autonomy and flexibility

Almost half (47%) of self-employed Canadians pursued that work
because of a desire for greater work life flexibility and the top three
benefits of self-employed work are: being able to control their own
schedule (77%), more flexibility (74%), and being their own boss (66%).

41% of self-employed workers are doing so to supplement income.

44% are financially better off since starting their self-employed work.

How we can help:
Track expenses on the go: QuickBooks Self-Employed offers unlimited flexibility in
where or when work gets done and makes it simple and painless to operate on the go.
As business and personal expenses are easily categorized by swiping left or right on the
phone, it’s easier and faster to claim every deduction.
Get paid faster with effortless invoicing: Create and send invoices effortlessly through the app
on the go, and know when to follow up with customers by seeing when they’ve been viewed.
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Profits you can picture
QuickBooks Self-Employed enables self-employed workers to stay on top
of their finances and easily keep a close pulse on the overall health of their
business. Users can snap and store receipts, manage expenses, mileage
and invoices all in one place, allowing them to access strategic cash-flow
insights in real-time and instantly see how much they’re earning and
where their money is going so they can plan for what’s next.
Download the new QuickBooks Self-Employed mobile app todayi
from the App Store or Google Play.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

Emergent Research Study on the freelance economy:
Contingent workers have alternative work relationships with their employers relative to traditional full or permanent part-time employment. We include in this category those are
self-employed, full and part-time temporary workers, workers on fixed term contracts of less than 1 year and on-call workers. We also include those with self-employed 2nd jobs/sources
of income. As with the U.S., we assume a higher percentage of Canadians have 2nd jobs of some sort than is reported by government agencies. We also assume most of these 2nd
jobs/ “side gigs” are contingent and not permanent part-time jobs. In the case of the U.S., we have data from multiple surveys supporting this assumption. While survey data on this
topic is much sparser for Canada, because of the general labor market similarities between Canada, the U.S. and other developed countries we believe this assumption is reasonable.
Our analysis assumes a substantially lower rate of 2nd jobs (16%) for Canada than we do for the U.S. (22%). This is likely conservative. The forecast is done using an S curve based
statistical forecasting approach.
MARU Survey of self-employed professionals in Canada:
The data was collected through an online survey conducted through the Angus Reid Forum panel. The research was facilitated by MARU/Matchbox. The survey was conducted from
September 30th to October 13th, 2016. To enable cross-tabulation and analysis amongst gender, geographic areas, income, and educational background, 499 self-employed
Canadians were surveyed through this effort. The estimated margin of error for the results is +/- 4.4%.

i. Includes the self-employed, full and part-time temporary workers, full and part-time freelancers, those with full or part-time traditional jobs who also work full or part for
themselves, or as freelancers or as temporary workers on fixed term contracts of less than 1 year and on-call workers
ii. Contingent workers have alternative work relationships with their employers relative to traditional full or permanent part-time employment. We include in this category those
are self-employed, full and part-time temporary workers, workers on fixed term contracts of less than 1 year and on-call workers. We also include those with self-employed 2nd jobs/
sources of income. As with the U.S., we assume a higher percentage of Canadians have 2nd jobs of some sort than is reported by government agencies. We also assume most of
these 2nd jobs/ “side gigs” are contingent and not permanent part-time jobs. In the case of the U.S., we have data from multiple surveys supporting this assumption. While survey
data on this topic is much sparser for Canada, because of the general labor market similarities between Canada, the U.S. and other developed countries we believe this assumption
is reasonable. Our analysis assumes a substantially lower rate of 2nd jobs (16%) for Canada than we do for the U.S. (22%). This is likely conservative. The forecast is done using
an S curve based statistical forecasting approach.
iii. English only
iv. Based on TY15 subscribers that have identified >$0 in business expenses and of those users that have >$0 in tax savings.

